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ABSTRACT 
We describe a study that adapted the Repertory Grid Tech-
nique to examine personal constructs, elicited during a 
group session, from three data driven artefacts. This work is 
part of a wider research project that aims to better under-
stand users’ affective responses when experiencing data 
represented through different levels of modality.  
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
In our research we examine the user experience, and in par-
ticular, the affective responses to data representations. It is 
inspired by the emergence of data visualization subfields 
that include; Information Aesthetics, Artistic Visualization, 
Data Art and Casual Visualization.  
We here illustrate a mixed method of evaluating these ex-
periences and responses by adapting the Repertory Grid 
Technique (RGT) [2] to a group study. Initially developed 
as a clinical psychological method [4], a typical RGT study 
can be cognitively demanding for both researcher and par-
ticipant. This is cited as one of the main disadvantages of 
using the method [1]. For this reason we adapted the typical 
approach to a RGT study for a group session and discus-
sion.  

DATA  
The premise of our study was to select one data source and 
represent this using a range of different data driven arte-
facts. The main criteria for selecting the data source was 
that it must be socially relevant. For this reason we selected 
a dataset that represents the latest global urban outdoor air 
pollution figures from almost 1100 cities in 91 countries 
[3]. For our study, the annual mean PM10 ug/m3 for six 
countries (Greece: 44, Ireland: 15, India: 109, Egypt: 138, 

United Kingdom: 23 and Turkey: 66) was used. 

Modalities of Artefacts 
In developing the design space for the data representations 
we posed the question; how would people respond if they 
could touch, feel or even hear data? By utilizing modalities 
other than just the visual, we were conscious that this meant 
employing unfamiliar mapping techniques that may confuse 
some people. However, we hoped that this would also re-
veal interesting data insight that would be difficult to ex-
tract by using familiar mapping techniques. We also wanted 
to create data representations that afforded the opportunity 
for multiple people to engage with the artfacts at once. Our 
RGT study utilizes the ‘triad’ technique [2], for this reason, 
three levels of modality were identified and an artefact was 
produced for each level. These were: 

SonicData (multi-modal: tactile and auditory) 
SonicData is a bespoke device that represents the dataset by 
playing sonic tones at certain frequencies through a tactile 
interface. Users of SonicData are presented with a labelled 
surface and a small coloured wooden cube. Placing the cube 
over each label plays a tone in a frequency representing the 
urban air pollution of this country.  The tones’ frequency is 
mapped to the level of air pollution; high pollution results 
in a high frequency sound and low pollution will result in a 
low sound, e.g. 1380 Hertz (Egypt) and 150 Hertz (Ireland).    

DataBox (cross-modal: haptic and auditory) 
DataBox is a wireless cube-shaped device (10x10x10 cm) 
created for this study, which represents the dataset through 
haptic and auditory feedback. The six faces of the box rep-
resent the six countries of the dataset. When the user hovers 
each face over a scanning station, an LCD display located 
within this station shows the name of the selected country. 
DataBox immediately responds by knocking on the internal 
walls. The rate of knocks correspond to the level of air pol-
lution, e.g. 15 times per minute (Ireland) and 138 times per 
minute (Egypt). DataBox consists of a microcontroller and 
12-volt solenoid, housed inside a hollow wooden box and 
has RFID tags on the inside of each face. Hovering the box 
over a RFID reader reads the closest tag, sends a message to 
the LCD, and wirelessly transmits a message to the micro-
controller that controls the knocking.  

Bar Graph (single-modal: visual) 
This representation utilized a common and recognizable 
format.  The graph (42cm x 21cm) was labelled with the 
names of the six countries on the x-axis and the data was 
represented using solid black bars on the y-axis. We were 
conscious that including such a recognizable format might 
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influence the participants’ responses, especially considering 
the unique nature of the other artefacts. However, the ra-
tionale for including such a standard format was to remind 
the participants that they were interacting with artefacts that 
serve the purpose of representing raw datasets.  

STUDY METHODOLOGY 
15 individuals (11 male, 4 female) participated in the study. 
Their mean age was 22 years (Min = 19, Max = 24).  pro-
cedure. The study was an adaptation of the RGT approach, 
using it in a focus group setting. First, participants in small 
groups explored the three different artefacts, experiencing 
them in succession. Participants were encouraged to openly 
discuss their perception and experience as well as discuss-
ing the pertinent qualities of the artefacts with each other. 
The session was captured using three video cameras. Then 
the core part of the RGT method was applied. Participants 
were asked to come up with quality-dimensions where two 
of the explored artefacts are similar on, but radically differ-
ent in from the third. For example dimensions elicited dur-
ing this session included (Novel – Familiar), (Instinctual – 
Cerebral), (Intensive – Subtle) and (Artificial – Organic). 
This is referred to as 'personal constructs' in the RGT.  

OBSERVATIONS 
As well as the personal constructs we also noted some in-
teresting exchanges between the participants when interact-
ing with the artefacts. It was found that the Bar Graph dis-
cussions generally related to discussing and speculating 
about the causes of the pollution, whereas discussions about 
the other artefacts generally related to the affect that poor 
pollution has on the inhabitants of the countries. Referring 
to the Bar Graph: P1 It looks like poorer countries have 
more pollution than richer countries. P2 yes P3 but why is 
Egypt more polluted than India? P2 but isn't India poorer 
P3 that has got nothing to do with the air? P2 but generally 
poor countries are more polluted as they have so many 
people there.  

Other initial observations include the language used by par-
ticipants while interacting with the DataBox and SonicData 
was, in general, more emotive than with the Bar Graph. 
There was frequent use of expressive descriptions such as; 
annoying, hurts, beautiful, healthy, alarming, relaxing, 

dead, urgent, fun, torture, irritating and intense, used in re-
lation to the DataBox and SonicData that was not evident in 
the conversations about the Bar Graph. For example: 

{SonicData} P3 …the sound of each is so annoying P4 im-
agine living in Egypt, it would be pretty annoying to have 
such pollution also. P5 ..as well as India. P5 Greece is by 
far my most favourite one P2 no mine is the United King-
dom…. 
{DataBox} P2 …that could be healthy Ireland? P1 Healthy 
Ireland! No, cause if my heart was beating that slow I 
would be almost dead P3 Yes, but what we are feeling at 
the moment is Egypt P2 Yea but that feels healthy P3 Yea 
that sounds good, it sounds like progress it sounds like it’s 
going well… 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper described a study that adapted the RGT to elicit 
participants’ experience of data representations in a group 
session. Although the findings are yet to be fully analyzed 
we believe that there is some evidence to show that this ap-
proach offers new possibilities to researchers when con-
ducting as well as analyzing RGT studies. Not only is this 
approach less demanding for the researchers and partici-
pants, it also offers the opportunity to utilize methods such 
as discourse analysis and conversation analysis when ana-
lyzing the findings. Future work will include studies that 
will aim to validate this approach by comparing results 
from an individual verses a group study.  
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Figure 1: Data representation artefacts. Left: SonicData, Middle: DataBox, Right: BarGraph  


